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Affirmative action stokes debate in the
Supreme Court and the Spartan community
By: Megan Hoang
In January, Supreme Court Justice
Stephen Breyer announced his
retirement, setting the stage for an
immensely important decision. Soon
after, President Joe Biden confirmed
that his selection would be the first
Black woman ever nominated to the
United States Supreme Court.
On one extreme, the president's
nomination was called a beneficiary of
affirmative action. On the other hand, it
was called a proactive effort to include
incredibly qualified people from
historically-excluded group. All the
while, the Supreme Court is currently
reviewing two cases about this same
sort of affirmative action and racial
discrimination.
Race-based affirmative action has
been around for almost five decades,
implemented for the purpose of seeking
to include minority groups in areas in
which they are underrepresented.

However, the effect of this practice is
controversial and affects everyone, not
just minority groups. GCA students have
also felt the effects of these policies and
practices throughout their lives in and

"

Affirmative action increases equity,
but it can also stigmatize, leaving
people with the question: 'was I
chosen because I'm qualified?'

"

outside of school.
“The first time I’ve felt my race
directly play into my opportunities was
when I was hired for my job,” said senior
Nabiha Alam. “She wasn’t going to hire
me for my actual skill, she was going to
hire me for diversity reasons. It felt
terrible, honestly.”
Affirmative action increases equity
and the inclusion of minority groups, but
it can also perpetuate racial stereotypes,
stigmatize, and undermine the selfconfidence of minorities, leaving them

Reimagining the books we read at school
By: Rachel Stout
Recently, nationwide public schools
have been a huge part of the ongoing
battle regarding personal freedoms and
appropriate censorship. Many districts
within Arizona are now cracking down on
what students not only can and can not
read within a school setting but also, what
teachers and other staff members can and
can not recommend to their students
outside of school hours.
“It's very challenging. That's really the
right word to use for it because I feel like
as sort of the keeper of the books in our
school, its hard when there's all these

external forces that are telling you
whether or not you can check things out
or not check things out or have things in

"

Our society is becoming more
diverse, so why aren't our
English texts reflecting that?

"
your collection or not have things in your
collection," says GCA cybrarian Sheela
Bhatia. "So I mean it is, like any area
when you are restricted in that way, it’s
definitely a challenge.”

with the unanswered question, " was I
chosen because I’m qualified or just
because of who I am?”
“I feel like I was kind of forced into a
box at a young age,” says Lina Ali, a
GCA alumni from class of 2021. “While
growing up, I felt like I had to play more
into these racial stereotypes in order to be
accepted.”
Many schools, companies, and
institutions are faced with “placement
goals” that require an establishment of fair
access and diverse reflections of the
demographics. With increased inclusion
and diversity, Pew Research Center has
reported that support for affirmative
action has steadily been on the rise from
47% to 73% over 17 years.
Moreover, Justice Breyer had helped
uphold the precedent of the limited use of
race in college admissions to promote
diversity saying, “It would be good law
for at least 25 years. Why overrule a case
into which so much thought and effort
went and so many people across the
country have depended on?”
Recent political and cultural resistance
have led to changes in affirmative action
policies. In 2020, the U.S. Department of
Labor issued a National Interest
Exemption memorandum, which granted
employers a waiver from legal
requirements, which included exemptions
from diversity and equality requirements,
in light of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Even so, when minority groups are
constantly placed front and center to
represent these establishments’ “diverse
environments,” they feel as if they were
used as a means to an end for institutions
to reach their placement goals.
“Sometimes it feels like they have to
hire you because you’re that percentage of
diversity,” explains junior Veronica Ross,
“and you’re now a statistic instead of a
person.”
continued on page 2
In fact, this challenging issue has
gathered a rather large amount of press,
often having parents, students, and staff
debating if censorship is beneficial to the
learning environment or unnecessarily
limiting it; so much so that within the
state of Arizona alone bills are being
drafted and voted upon. Bills that would
ultimately increase the regulations in
place on students' access to books that are
deemed inappropriate while on school
grounds, limiting the reading or even
discussion of such books, even going as
far to regulate the books teachers are
allowed to recommend to students.
continued on page 2
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Affirmative action

from a single check mark selected with a
pencil.
continued from page 1
“Everyone says that they don’t take
It is illegal to hire or discriminate
these questions into consideration, but if
because of race, color, or national origin
they truly don’t, I never understand why
under federal employment law.
they ask for it. So that’s why I never
Nonetheless, no matter how strong a law respond,” says senior Mars Kapadia.
is to prevent discriminatory actions or
However, there are two sides of every
terminate prejudices, looking at race as a coin. These questions are often used by
factor seems to be deeply rooted in
colleges and universities searching for
society.
minority applicants. Educational and
scholarship institutions are implementing
Everyone says they don't
affirmative action policies in these ways.
take these questions into
Though, being a member of a minority
consideration, so I never
does not guarantee anything, it can have a
respond.
positive effect.
“I feel like in America, everything is
“Mostly, I believe programs
based on your race. You’re categorized by emphasizing diversity exist for a reason.
it,” says junior Maya Calixte.
Personally, I feel more positively
One of the most common ways that
empowered by these programs,” says
GCA students see their race being directly Geoffrey Xue, a GCA graduate from 2021
considered is when they come across
who is currently on a diversity-merit
questions that ask them to indicate their
based scholarship at Ohio State
racial group, which categorizes students
University.

"

"

Reimagining books
continued from page 1
“Book bannings are a major
inhibition on personal freedoms and it's
deeply hypocritical for a country to call
itself "democratic and free"- two words
that have always been somewhat
arbitrary in the western world and the
world in general - while not allowing
children to read books representing
viewpoints contrary to that of the
systems in place in the United States”
says GCA junior and Book Club member
Kian St. Louis.

"

A classical education is not
about saying 'Hey this is
what you should think,' it's
just wanting you to think.

"
When asked about his views on the
limitations put amongst schools when it
comes to book bannings, Principal Dan
Hood states, “I want you guys to have to
think about things, so I want you guys to
read things that may have a little
controversy to them and that spur on a
discussion, a classical education isn’t a
'Hey, this is what you should think,' it’s
more about just wanting you to think, so
having a Socratic part of our school and
having things to talk about are really
important.”
The topic of whether or not the
accessibility of books should be within
the government’s hands is a whole

2

different discussion that should and is
being had. However, the process in which
such books are now being banned or
“taken off of the list” in and of itself
highlights a very different, but just as
important, issue. By leaving any book that
has not already been reviewed by the
district in the hands of the teachers and
staff, it is often adding to the ongoing
issue in which a very limited range of
viewpoints are being discussed within a
classroom setting.
In Arizona alone, according to the
2020 Arizona Teacher Workforce, “the
teaching profession in Arizona is
overwhelmingly white (75%), with the
remainder being primarily Hispanic
(16%), Black (4%), and Native (2%) –
compared with a student body that is 38%
white, 45% Hispanic, 5% Black and 4%
Native.”
These statistics further highlight the
problems that tend to arise when not only
is a limited viewpoint being presented to
students - generally that of the white male
among the “classics”- but also they are
being presented by those who may lack
experience necessary to understand the
need for inclusion.
Unfortunately, the major push by the
district and state, especially within
English classrooms, to teach the “classics''
unintentionally leave students feeling as
though their viewpoints, the viewpoints of
women, people of color, or even people a
part of the LGBTQ+ community are
somehow less valued, as if somehow their
struggles and battles are not relatable or
worth discussing. This lack of diverse
viewpoints is often shown when it comes

"
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The battle for progress won't be
won easily even if the first Black
woman takes a seat among the
Supreme Court justices.

"

“When an application asks me to identify
my race, I confidently mark my race. I
believe that it is nothing to conceal,”
continues Geoffrey, “and even with
programs designed for certain
underrepresented groups, there is no
reason to lie simply to seek a superficial
advantage.”
In many cases, affirmative action
promotes more inclusion of minority
groups in areas where they have been
historically underrepresented. Specific
awards and scholarships have been
created in order to promote inclusion.
Although, for many, when one door opens
for someone else, they feel as if another

door has been slammed shut in front of
them.
“I have noticed that some people have
expressed discontent with separate
scholarship opportunities reserved for
minority students,” says Nicholas
Gonzalez, a GCA graduate from the class
of 2018, “When I was in undergrad,
multiple people had told me, ‘Because
you’re a Hispanic male, you’re a shoo-in
for vet school.’”
This battle for progress and acceptance
in areas where minority groups have been
excluded for decades hasn’t been easy.
Race has long been a controversial topic
from basic discrimination to applications
and colorblindness. And the battle won’t
be won easily even if the first Black
woman takes a seat among the Supreme
Court judges or if the policies of
affirmative action are deemed
unconstitutional.

High school students indifference toward "classic" novels and their interest in newer, more nontraditional
texts is helping drive a movement to reconsider the English canon.

to the allowance of books that contain
racial slurs or “romantic” scenes of
suicide simply because they are deemed
“classics” when books that mention topics
such as sexual harassment and
holmosexual relationsihps can get ignored
or left out.
“I think that having a limited view,
more of the old white guys view, on
everything is limited," said English
teacher Danelle Fron. "I mean it has its
value. We got stuff out of Scott's
Fitzgerald's Great Gatsby and we’ll get
stuff out of Steinbeck, again the old white
guys, so I don’t want to totally discount
that there is great stuff to get, but
supplementing or leading with things
from other perspectives is definitely
lacking in our school system. And part of
me understands the personal connection

having grown up myself reading those
books and saying 'well you know we’ve
always read that' or 'we’ve always done
Shakespeare' so I think we are a little tied
to that and some are afraid to let go of that
but I think we need to. I think we need to
incorporate more voices. And our society
is becoming more diverse so why aren’t
our English textbooks reflecting that?”
Overall, it is understandable that
systems be put in place to keep students
from reading things that truly are
inappropriate. However, by not
implementing a clear way of doing so,
with set regulations and standards on why
a book is deemed inappropriate, it opens
up a door for unnecessary censorship of
viewpoints that students would more
closely relate to.
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High schools across the country
contemplate new security measures
By: Leann Patros
After the recent school shooting of
Oxford High School, the town of Oxford
Township, Michigan searched for ways to
rebuild a sense of safety in their
community and within the school. The
district decided on additional security
presence, mental health and trauma
counselors, therapy dogs, “safe rooms,”
browser monitors, and most notably the
opting for clear backpack usage.
As Oxford attempts to ease back to
some sort of normality, an emphasis of a
“zero-tolerance policy” towards any form
of violence whether threat or imagery, has
been prohibited and will result in
immediate removal from the school to
fully ensure the safety of the school and
making schools the safe place that it
should be for the students. Meanwhile,
other schools are taking note of these
changes and, as always, continuing to
consider what safety precautions may be
necessary on their campuses, whether to

students even offered the idea of going to
the level of TSA regulation standards
every morning as students come into
schools in order to make sure the students
deal with potential incidents of violence or feel safe when coming to a learning
environment.
other issues.
When students were asked about the
The question of what safety measures
usage
of clear backpacks in a school
are or should be taken here at GCA was
setting on a day to day basis, like Oxford
raised to Principal Dan Hood and the
High has implemented, the majority of
campus’ security guard Andrew Liston.
students initially displayed no opposition
Both emphasized that the school is gated
towards the idea and were in support. But
as a cautionary measure. Hood also
touched on the act of stressing to students as more about the initial security and
the consequences of partaking in any sort privacy of students was questioned when
of violent behavior and also the advantage regarding clear backpack usage these
students began to shift towards
of having school uniforms as a security
opposition. Senior Neo Pyon, who
measure helps ensure the safety of the
initially saw the implementation as
individuals on campus. Both Hood and
beneficial, eventually found opposition
Liston emphasized the importance of
towards the whole concept.
mental health resources.
“To have a clear backpack policy
When initially asking students for their
own input on the level of security taken at would be more of a superficial solution to
a problem that is a lot deeper than that,”
the school, students such as junior,
Mankaran Dhillon emphasize the fact that said Pyon. “We need to start delving
while the campus does have gates it is still deeper to fixing the foundational core of
the problem opposed to creating these
very easy to come into the school. As a
arbitrary solutions that people think is
response Dhillon and other students
helping but ultimately it's distracting us
proposed the implementation of metal
from the real problem gun control.”
detectors at school entrances. Some

Spartan Opinion: Moral obligations of
reporting your COVID status

grades, your classmates are worrying
about protecting themselves and their
families. Your classmates may live with
grandparents or are constantly near people
not need to believe in Kantian ethics to
with medical conditions, such as Rachel
By: Chavi Coy
know that jeopardizing others' health,
Stout.
through deception, is immoral. However, I
“I have grandparents that have cancer
As Covid-19 approaches its two year
and I take weekly tests. If I’m doing
anniversary of shutting US schools down, must ask, is it really that simple? Do
students choose to come to school simply everything I can, I feel like other people
tensions surrounding the blame and
because they can, or is there an underlying should have the decency to tell me if they
responsibility for its spread are still
test positive,” says Stout.
prevalent. While the main issue surrounds issue that we have not thought of?
When
talking
to
my
fellow
classmates
Essentially, you do not know who is at
our response to covid as a community, I
about covid related absences, school
risk, whether it is a family member or the
want to offer an alternative position that
pressure became a common theme. While person you exposed yourself. It is quite
has not been discussed as much as it
students may contract covid and are
selfish to hide information from others,
should; individual responsibility.
expected to stay home, teachers still
especially if you know that they, or
As an individual in a pandemic, there
expect them to participate and complete
someone they know, is at high risk.
is a lot of responsibility. No, we did not
get the choice to be placed in this universe work. While hoping students will stay up- Another common misconception is
HIPAA violations. Unless you are a
where covid exists. No, it is not anybody’s to-date is okay, not providing resources
students
need
while
absent
is
not.
healthcare provider or an entity/business,
fault that covid exists. That being said,
“The school says to stay home if
you cannot violate HIPAA. So while you
unwillingly living in a pandemic does not
you’re sick, but I don’t think they provide believe that you are not obligated to share
allow you to deceive those around you,
enough support to be at home when you
your covid status, and your doctor cannot
such as the action of hiding your covid
have covid,” says senior Erica Jiang.
either, your parents or friends can.
status. I believe that I, and you, have a
“It was absolutely horrible. I was
Some students, such as Ayla Young,
moral obligation to report our covid status
sleeping
22
hours
a
day,
yet
a
lot
of
argue
that sharing your covid status is not
to others.
teachers expected me to be working from a moral obligation. However, she explains
Let’s establish some things first. By
it as “I don’t think you have an obligation,
covid status, I mean a positive covid test. home," said junior Callie Mikla, who
recently
had
covid.
"They
definitely
say
but I think you should.”
By “others”, I am referring to those you
they’re willing to work with you, but from
So, where do we draw the line between
were/are actively around. Trust me,
my experience, not a lot of them are.”
a moral obligation and something we will
neither I, nor anyone else, wants to see
But, is teacher pressure anything new, likely do? Well, if you feel like you
your covid test on Twitter.
especially at GCA? While teachers are
should do something, or that you would in
Being in the position of having a
pressuring
you
to
get
back
into
the
a hypothetical situation, then there is
potentially deadly virus and refusing to
classroom and you worry about your
likely an obligation there. Whether you
tell those around you is wrong. You do
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The majority of remaining students
that were asked stayed consistent with
their views. They emphasized their
opinions on the infringement of student
privacy and the desire to conceal things
such as feminine hygiene products while
still touching on the idea that clear
backpacks themselves are ineffective.
“If someone is willing to bring a
firearm, they don't care about clear
backpacks and still will go on, so the idea
that a clear backpack will stop anything,
just seems useless,” said senior Trevor
Snyder. “It's just like with just guns in
general, just because someone is aware
that they can't legally have a gun, it won't
stop them from using it.”
With a smaller number of opinions,
some students such as junior, Nick Yu,
showed strong support for the usage of
clear backpacks.
“Not only could clear backpacks
prevent the chances of school shootings
but it can also help people not bring other
things that aren't school appropriate,” said
Yu, “and the backpack being clear will
make people self-aware and not bring
things that shouldn't be in a school
environment.”

would like to admit it or not, thinking you
should do something and having an
obligation are pretty synonymous with one
another.
Moreover, if you do not think you have
an obligation to inform others about their
exposure to you, then what obligation do
those people have to you? Are they still
obligated to sit next to you, to be your
friend, and most importantly, be quiet if
they know you are actively positive?
Ultimately, you may believe that you are
not obligated to tell the person sitting next
to you that you have covid, but chances
are, your neighbor might. If you don’t care
about my safety, why should I care about
your privacy?
As a senior at GCA, I understand
academic pressure. I know making up
work is hard and tests are a whole other
issue. But, despite whatever academic
situation you are in, notifying your friends
and classmates of your status will not drop
your grade. Alternatively, telling your
friend that they were exposed could
prepare them for missing school - perhaps
even saving their grades.
I understand feeling entitled to your
privacy. But, covid is not a peeping tom in
a dressing room, nor is it something you
can control. Simply put, you do not
choose to have covid, but you can choose
whether or not you inform those around
you. So please, do the right thing, and tell
those around you if you test positive.
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Spartan Opinion: We should respect
students who don't stand for the Pledge

a contradiction of her beliefs.
“I’ve been told to ‘go back to my
country’, being Iraq. Which is ironic,
because my family can’t go back due to
By: Brook Baleme
the things the United States has done to
ruled that requiring all public school
In 2016, Colin Kaepernick knelt during students to recite the Pledge of Allegiance Iraq,” says Patros.
Just like how there are valid reasons to
the national anthem at the beginning of
would be a violation of their First
stand,
this is one of the valid reasons not
NFL games causing mixed reactions
Amendment right. Students do have the
across America on what it meant to be
right to peacefully sit during the Pledge of to stand. Patros addresses a major flaw of
the United States, and if enough attention
patriotic. Kaepernick says the discussion
Allegiance, therefore this is not a legal
were to be brought to it, change could be
should not be about the protest itself, but
issue, but an issue of how the action is
made.
the message he was trying to send.
received.
I acknowledge this could all be a
“I’m not anti-American,” he explained.
Bret Murphy, a GCA teacher as well as
“I love America. That’s why I’m doing
military veteran, argues that the Pledge of matter of perspective. Murphy served in
the U.S. military for 23 years, while I
this. I want to help make America better.” Allegiance and the U.S. national anthem
only experience the benefits of that
Some American students are partaking are to pay respect to those that have
service. Murphy acknowledges this too.
in a similar form of protest. They are
served in the United States military.
"If other citizens want to say the
sitting during the Pledge of Allegiance in
“When I see someone sitting during the
Pledge
of Allegiance, with complete
order to send a message about social
anthem, I say to myself about that person,
injustices in the United States. I believe
‘Just stay as you are - it's not being played comprehension and conviction, I'm all for
that," says Murphy. "If citizens simply
that having respect for a country, while
for you anyway,’” says Murphy.
parrot the words because of peer pressure
also recognizing its flaws, are two
To many, the Pledge of Allegiance
or out of habit, I say they would be better
judgments that can coexist. We ought to
does not concern those that chose not to
off standing in silence instead of making
respect their decision to stay seated.
participate, therefore it does not matter
empty promises.”
“Being patriotic means to acknowledge whether they are participating or not.
However, as Kaepernick stated in
that our nation isn’t perfect,” points out
“I will quote an anonymous Marine
2020,
“aren’t we letting down our flag by
GCA senior Leann Patros. “We have to
who wrote these words on a discarded
get together to help solve these national
ration box during the siege of Khe Sahn in not fulfilling its promise?” The Pledge
states that the flag stands for “liberty and
problems, even when it might not
1968: ‘For those who have fought for it,
justice for all," while social and economic
accommodate our personal
freedom has a flavor that the protected
inequality is embedded into the structures
circumstances.”
will never know,’” continues Murphy.
There are many ways to call attention
I agree with Murphy that the Pledge is of America. Other students at GCA are
to national issues, and each personal
an opportunity to pay respect to those that pointing out this contradiction.
GCA senior Lana Youssef, when
action taken is a step towards national
have served, however I believe that those
asked about her experience of being told
deliberation. While silently sitting during who sit should not be overlooked, but
to stand for the Pledge, says, “it shows
the Pledge might seem insignificant, it is
instead listened to.
how little people know about the meaning
an action that leads to conversation, which
Leann Patros is a student that chooses
leads to change.
not to stand during the Pledge for political of the Pledge and how contradictory it is
to the way Americans act.”
In 1943, the U.S. The Supreme Court
reasons, and holds that to stand would be
all teams having mandatory time
Winter and spring sports grapple with off With
from playing, there was a fear of
decline in performance. Senior Connor
the changes caused by COVID
Johns, who was a captain on the men’s
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Some argue that there are other, more
direct ways to protest, and sitting for the
Pledge is not one of them.
"When you say ‘sitting for the pledge
is a constructive form of protest’, I ask
what is the goal of the protest? If you
intend to protest for animal rights or free
tuition, you probably need to reconsider
your audience and find a more
appropriate venue," says Murphy.
I do agree that there can be more direct
ways to contribute to a cause in certain
circumstances. Although, the protest is
still calling attention to a flaw within
America, so it is constructive regardless.
“The Pledge is outdated and does not
deserve the respect of standing and
obliging to its standards after years of
Americans contradicting it,” says
Youssef.
“I have friends who would gladly but
cannot stand for the Pledge of Allegiance
because they lost their legs to explosive
devices while they were in Afghanistan
defending your right to peacefully
protest," said Murphy.
Colin Kaepernick addressed this
concern in 2016, as he stated, “I have the
utmost respect for [veterans]. I’m going
to continue to stand with the people that
are being oppressed.”
I believe the act of sitting during the
Pledge of Allegiance can be extremely
meaningful and those that do choose to sit
ought to be heard. Ultimately having
respect for a country while protesting
against its flaws are two judgments that
can coexist, because calling attention to
its flaws is not disrespectful.

virus if everyone follows COVID-19
quarantine and tracing protocols when an
outbreak begins,” Connor adds.
All of our high school sports teams
Varsity
Basketball
team
and
played
as
a
ended
their season strongly: men’s Varsity
impact
on
our
teams.
By: Cielo Valencia
“Last year was different because it was center this year, talks about how it felt to basketball ranked 4th in the region,
What appeared to be a new year full of our first time being back after COVID hit, return to the court.
women’s Varsity basketball ranked 4th in
new opportunities with the dawn of 2022 but I knew this year was going to be really
“After we had that week off, it was
the region, men’s Varsity soccer ranked
turned out to be oddly similar to 2021,
somewhat difficult to start back up at first 5th in the region, and women’s Varsity
different. I definitely did not see the
especially when it came to the COVID-19 cancellations near the end of our season
and get back to where we left off. But it
soccer ranked 6th in the region.
pandemic and its impact on our school.
turns
out,
a
break
might’ve
been
what
we
“I understand that the people in charge
coming though,” she says.
Amid preparations for a new academic
needed. We proceeded to go on a 4 game did not want our season to go on for
Both soccer and basketball are sports
semester at GCA, high school winter
winning streak without having practiced
longer, but I don’t feel like it was fair to
that come with a high risk of contracting
sports were ready to train hard for the
for
over
a
week,"
he
says.
have all those games swept out from
COVID, since playing on the field and
second half of their season. Unfortunately, court, consequentially, comes with being
While there is a possibility that the
under us. I feel like we would have had a
the feeling of a “positive fresh start” that
seasons’ success rate might have differed greater chance of improving our team
close to other players nearly at all times.
came with the new year was short-lived.
if games and practices hadn’t been
skills against other teams if we had just
Obviously, playing these sports was not
For each of the high school teams,
postponed, the time off that teams had due had a chance to play more,” she says.
the same as before the pandemic.
there was at least one week of practices
to cases was ultimately crucial in ensuring
Will the spring sports season be similar
“I was a little sad about the changes
that were missed, along with games being COVID brought, especially with it being
that players, coaches, and their families
to the winter sports season because of
canceled because of the virus spreading
and friends were all safe.
another COVID outbreak? If we pay close
my senior year. I was really looking
among teammates and coaches.
“I
feel
like
it
was
definitely
reasonable
attention to COVID protocols
forward to bonding with the team more
Senior Vanessa Gonzalez, who was a
to have these cancellations because there implemented and take extra precautions to
and getting more time on the field. But
captain on the women’s Varsity Soccer
stay safe around others, the season should
you can’t really control these things; they are so many vulnerable people in the
team highlights the gravity of COVID’s
community
who
can
avoid
getting
the
go smoothly.
just happen sometimes,” Vanessa adds.
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Seniors Jill Urrea and Ayla Young
head to college for athletics

Fron says, “She was fast from day one.
Ayla has always been talented, driven,
and goal oriented, and her performance
level has continued to get better each
By: Carina Kalkman
year. She has risen to the top in Division
different coaching staffs.
IV in every event she has competed in
It takes a lot of hard work and
She says, “I think all athletes at some
and developed her ability to ‘embrace the
dedication to become a collegiate student- point do end up starting to question
athlete. The many hours of extra training, whether or not their head is actually in the suck.’ Her ability to be uncomfortable for
conditioning, and competing students do
game. Bad experiences with coaches, bad longer periods of time has given her more
confidence in her ability to perform well
in high school pay off in the end for those teammates, bad games.”
under pressure. She pushes herself and
fortunate enough to call themselves
As Young will be moving out of
has gotten even more intrinsically
collegiate athletes. The National
Arizona, she has considered the
motivated. And she truly loves to run and
Collegiate Athletic Association, or the
differences in Arizona’s weather versus
compete. She knows she still has room
NCAA, is a nonprofit organization that
Tennessee’s weather. Arizona’s extreme
for improvement and there's so much she
was founded in 1906 with the goal of
weather has been a unique obstacle that
can still achieve. She will thrive in an
regulating student athletes from up to
runners, such as Young, have had to
1,268 North American institutions and
overcome. She says, “Arizona heat can be environment where she is surrounded by
like-minded people who share her drive
conferences as well as being a key
annoying sometimes.”
for excellence.”
supporter of the nation’s top collegiate
Both students are in the midst of
Young’s love for running began when
athletic programs. Competing athletes
change as they will be college students
she was in junior high. As she has risen
from all over the nation find themselves in next year. When touring Park University,
up the GCA ranks, Young has become a
competitive collegiate athletic
Urrea fell in love with the campus, the
leader within the high school cross
environments.
environment, and the school as a whole.
country team and shared her talents with
Two of these athletes are in our midst.
She says, “I toured the campus and
Jillian Urrea has verbally committed to
immediately fell in love with it. I got to sit her teammates, even taking it in stride to
Park University in Gilbert, Arizona to play in on a practice with the girls that are
sand volleyball. Ayla Young is planning
currently on their team, I've met both of
on committing to Union University in
the coaches and worked with them. I just
Jackson, Tennessee to run cross country.
felt instantly that it was the right place to
Both of these players have gone through a be.”
unique journey to get to where they are
As with any incoming student-athlete,
now.
both have some uncertainties of playing
Urrea has played volleyball since she
collegiate sports. Taking this into
was seven years old. Although she didn’t consideration, Urrea admits that she is a
start playing the game competitively until little nervous about playing beach
she was nine years old, the game’s roots
volleyball in college.
stem from summer camps her mother had
She says, “It’s a new experience as it
her attend. Urrea had previously played
will be a little hard to navigate, but it is
court volleyball, but decided to take up
just as exciting as it is terrifying. It’s
beach volleyball two years ago.
difficult to know what to expect coming
Urrea says, “It was different from the
from a school like GCA and then going to
court, which I had grown up on. I think
college. Are the academics the same?
that is what made me love beach
What is the teacher-student environment
volleyball. It was something different.”
like? I even think about what it's going be
Her decision to play beach volleyball at
like to wear normal clothes to school.”
Park University was heavily influenced by Young’s uncertainties of becoming a
her memory of her mother.
collegiate student-athlete take a different
Urrea says, “She was my first
approach. Competing on a collegiate team
competitive coach. My best friend wasn’t comes with both the pride of competing at
gonna be in the stands for my games. It
an athletically higher level along with the
felt odd to keep playing the first few
expectation of performing well under
months after she died. I even debated
pressure.
quitting the sport, but in the end, I stuck
Young says, “I could get injured or be
with it. Even if she can’t be in the stands
the slowest person on the team or an
to watch me, I'll play for her. She is the
outsider in some other way. The biggest
reason I fell in love with the sport. I am
struggle will be transitioning from fastest
excited to continue playing, pushing
girl with little competition on my own
myself, and giving it my all-- both for
team to one of many fast girls, but I am
myself and my mother.”
looking forward to it.”
Change is bound to occur when
Regardless of hesitations, Gilbert
switching to a different sport, no matter
Classical Academy cross country coach
how similar it may be to the previous.
and Young’s current coach, Danelle Fron,
Athletes have very different experiences
has no doubts that Young will succeed in
when playing on different teams under
her new collegiate environment.
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volunteer with the junior high cross
country team for several years. Young’s
leadership qualities are often reflected
through her involvement in the cross
country program and her ability to
motivate and encourage all members
within the team.
Young says, “I have always loved the
thrill of running, but since I started
running I have begun to really appreciate
and love both the community of
teammates and the physical struggle of
pushing myself to my limits.”
Those who are aspiring collegiate
student-athletes have much to learn from
these two hard working individuals.
Urrea says, “Give it your all and do what
makes you happy. Play hard, celebrate
victories, and learn from losses. When
opportunities come knocking on your
doors, they’ll come for a reason. You
have to listen to your love of the game,
grow out of your comfort zone, and push
past your boundaries to meet and exceed
your goals.”
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